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[2]. MUSE continues this effort by learning the best linear
combination of 31 statistical language-independent sentence
ranking features using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). With this
approach, MUSE can be easily applied to multilingual extractive summarization. All sentence features comprising the
linear combination are based on either a vector or a graph
representation using a mere word and sentence segmentation
of a document.
MUSE implements the multilingual summarization1 approach introduced in [4].2 Evaluation of MUSE on three
monolingual (English, Hebrew and Arabic) and one bilingual
corpora of English and Hebrew documents has shown the
following:
- MUSE performance is significantly better than TextRank [5]
and Microsoft Word’s Autosummarize tool in all tested languages, as demonstrated in Table II.
- In English, MUSE outperforms such known summarization
tools as MEAD [1] and SUMMA [2].
- MUSE does not need to be retrained on each language and
the same model can be used across at least three–English,
Hebrew, and Arabic–different languages.
Table I demonstrates the results of training and testing
comprising the average ROUGE values obtained for English3 ,
Hebrew4 and bilingual corpora using 10-fold cross validation
and reported in [4].
Table II shows the comparative results, also reported
in [4], (ROUGE mean values) for three corpora, with the
best summarizers on top. Results contain comparisons
between: (1) a multilingual version of TextRank (denoted by

Abstract—MUltilingual Sentence Extractor (MUSE) is aimed
at multilingual single-document summarization. MUSE implements the supervised language-independent summarization approach based on optimization of multiple statistical sentence
ranking methods. The MUSE tool consists of two main modules:
the training module activated in the offline mode, and the on-line
summarization module. The training module can be provided
with a corpus of summarized texts in any language. Then, it
learns the best linear combination of user specified sentence
ranking measures applying a Genetic Algorithm to the given
training data. The summarization module performs real-time
sentence extraction by computing sentence rankings according
to the weighted model induced in the training phase. The main
advantage of MUSE is its language-independency – it can be
applied to any language given a gold standard summaries in that
language. The performance of MUSE in our previous works was
found to be significantly better than the best known state-of-theart extractive summarization approaches and tools in the three
different languages: English, Hebrew, and Arabic. Moreover, our
experimental results in a cross-lingual domain suggest that MUSE
does not need to be retrained on each new language, and the same
weighting model can be used across several languages.
Index Terms—automated summarization, multi-lingual summarization, language-independent summarization, genetic algorithm, optimization, linear combination

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

OCUMENT tools should identify a minimum number of
words and/or sentences to express a document’s main
ideas. In this way, high quality summarization tools can
significantly reduce the information overload faced daily by
many professionals in a variety of fields.
The publication of information on the Internet in an everincreasing variety of languages amplifies the importance of
developing multilingual summarization tools. There is a particular need for language-independent statistical tools that can
readily be applied to text in any language without depending
on language-specific linguistic analysis. In the absence of such
tools, the only alternative to language-independent summarization is the labor-intensive translation of the entire document
into a common language.
Since a pure statistical method usually characterizes only
one sentence feature, various attempts were made to use a
combination of several methods as a ranking function [1],

1 Multilingual summarization is defined by [3] as “processing several
languages, with summary in the same language as input”
2 A web application of the MUSE-based summarizer will soon be made
available at http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/∼ litvakm/
3 We used the corpus of summarized documents available at the Document
Understanding Conference, 2002 [6] for English. This benchmark dataset
contains 533 news articles, each accompanied by two to three humangenerated abstracts of approximately 100 words each.
4 For the Hebrew language we generated a corpus of 50 summarized news
articles of 250 to 830 words each from the Website of the Haaretz newspaper
(http://www.haaretz.co.il)
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ML TR) (Mihalcea, 2005), (2) Microsoft Word’s Autosummarize function (denoted by MS SUM), and (3) the best single
scoring method in each corpus. As a baseline, we compiled
summaries created from the initial sentences (denoted by
POS F). MUSE performed significantly better than TextRank
in all three corpora and better than the best single methods
COV DEG in English and D COV J in Hebrew corpora
respectively.

Initialization

Reproduction

Selection

TABLE I
R ESULTS OF 10- FOLD CROSS VALIDATION (L ITVAK ET AL ., 2010 B )

Mating
Crossover

no

Mutation

Terminate?
Train
Test

ENG
0.4483
0.4461

HEB
0.5993
0.5936

MULT
0.5205
0.5027

TABLE II
S UMMARIZATION PERFORMANCE . M EAN ROUGE-1 (L ITVAK ET AL .,
2010 B )
Metric
MUSE
COV DEG
D COV J
POS F
ML TR
MS SUM

ENG
0.4461
0.4363
0.4251
0.4190
0.4138
0.3097

HEB
0.5921
0.5679
0.5748
0.5678
0.5190
0.4114

MULT
0.4633
0.4588
0.4512
0.4440
0.4288
0.3184

II. MU LTILINGUAL S ENTENCE E XTRACTOR (MUSE):
OVERVIEW
A. Methodology
MUSE implements a supervised learning approach to
language-independent extractive summarization where the best
set of weights for a linear combination of sentence scoring
methods is found by a genetic algorithm trained on a collection
of document summaries. The weighting vector thus obtained
is used for sentence scoring in future summarizations. Since
most sentence scoring methods have a linear computational
complexity, only the training phase of our approach is timeconsuming.
Using MUSE, the user can choose the subset of totally 31
sentence metrics that will be included in the linear combination. All metrics are based on different text representation
models and are language-independent since they do not rely on
any language-specific knowledge. Figure 1 demonstrates the
taxonomy of all 31 metrics. We divided them into three main
categories—structure-, vector-, and graph-based—according
to their text representation model, where each sub-category
contains group of metrics using the same scoring method.
A detailed description of sentence metrics used by MUSE
can be found in (Litvak et al., 2010b).
We found the best linear combination of the metrics depicted in Figure 1 using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). GAs
are categorized as global search heuristics. Figure 2 shows a
simplified GA flowchart. A typical genetic algorithm requires
(1) a genetic representation of the solution domain, (2) a fitness
function to evaluate the solution domain, and (3) some basic
parameter settings like selection and reproduction rules.

yes
Best
gene
Fig. 2.

Simplified flowchart of a Genetic Algorithm (Litvak et al., 2010b)

We represent each solution as a vector of weights for a
linear combination of sentence scoring metrics—real-valued
numbers in the unlimited range normalized in such a way that
they sum up to 1. The vector size is fixed and it equals the
number of metrics used in the combination.
Defined over the genetic representation, the fitness function
measures the quality of the represented solution. We use
ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, Recall (Lin & Hovy, 2003) as
a fitness functions for measuring summarization quality—
similarity with gold standard summaries, which should be
maximized during the training (optimization procedure). We
used annotated corpus of summarized documents where
each document is accompanied by several human-generated
summaries—abstracts or extracts as a training set.
The reader is referred to (Litvak et al., 2010b) for a detailed
description of the optimization procedure implemented by
MUSE.
Algorithms 1 and 2 contain the pseudo-code for two independent phases of MUSE: training and summarization, respectively. Assuming efficient implementation, all metrics have a
linear computational complexity relative to the total number
of words in a document - O(n). As a result, summarization
computation time, given a trained model, is also linear (at
factor of the number of metrics in a combination). The training
time is proportional to the number of GA iterations multiplied
by the number of individuals in a population times the fitness
evaluation (ROUGE) time. On average, in our experiments the
GA performed 5 − 6 iterations—selection and reproduction—
before reaching convergence.
B. Architecture
The current version of MUSE tool can be applied only
to text documents or textual content of the HTML pages. It
consists of two main modules: the training module activated
in offline, and the real-time summarization module. Both
modules utilize two different representations of documents
described in (Litvak et al., 2010b): vector- and graph-based.
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Taxonomy of language-independent sentence scoring metrics (Litvak et al., 2010b)

Algorithm 1 Step 1: Training
Input: Gold Standard - a corpus of summarized documents
D, N chosen metrics
Output: A weighted model W - vector of weights for each
of N metrics
Step 1.1: Compute M - sentence-score matrix
for all d ∈ D do
Let R1 , R2 , and R3 are d representations
for all sentences s ∈ d do
Calculate N metrics using R1 , R2 , and R3
Add metrics row for s into M
end for
end for
Step 1.2: Compute a vector W of metrics weights
Run a Genetic Algorithm on M , given D:
Initialize a population P
repeat
for all solution g ∈ P do
Generate a summary a
Evaluate a by ROUGE on summaries of D
end for
Select the best solutions G
P - a new population generated by G
until convergence - no better solutions are found
return a vector W of weights - output of a GA

The preprocessing module is responsible for constructing each
representation, and it is embedded in both modules.
The training module receives as input a corpus of documents, each accompanied by one or several gold-standard
summaries—abstracts or extracts—compiled by human assessors. The set of documents may be either monolingual or
multilingual and their summaries have to be in the same
language as the original text. The training module applies a genetic algorithm to a document-feature matrix of precomputed
sentence scores with the purpose of finding the best linear

Algorithm 2 Step 2: Summarizing a new document
Input: A document d, maximal summary length L, a trained
weighted model W
Output: A set of n sentences, which were top-ranked by the
algorithm as the most important.
Step 2.1: Compute a score of each sentence
Let R1 , R2 , and R3 are d representations
for all sentense s ∈ d do
Calculate N metrics using R1 , R2 , and R3
Calculate a score as a linear combination according to W
end for
Step 2.2: Compile the document summary
Let S = ∅ be a summary of d
repeat
get the S
top ranked sentence si
S = S si
until S exceeds max length L
return S

combination of features using any ROUGE metric (ROUGE1 Recall as a default or specified by end-user) as a fitness
function. The output/model of the training module is a vector
of weights for user-specified sentence ranking features. In the
current version of the tool, the user can choose from 31 vectorbased and graph-based features. The recommendation for the
best 10 features one can find in (Litvak et al., 2010a).
The summarization module performs summarization of input text/texts in real time. Each sentence of an input text
obtains a relevance score according to the trained model,
and the top ranked sentences are extracted to the summary
in their original order. The length of resulting summaries is
limited by a user-specified value (maximum number of words
in the text extract or a ratio). Being activated in real-time, the
summarization module is expected to use the model trained
on the same language as input texts. However, if such model
is not available (no annotated corpus in the text language),
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the user can choose the following: (1) the model trained on
some other language/corpus can be used (in (Litvak et al.,
2010b) we show that the same model can be efficiently used
across different languages), or (2) user-specified weights for
each sentence feature (from 31 provided in the system) in the
linear combination can be used for summarization.
The preprocessing module performs the following tasks:
(1) sentence segmentation, (2) word segmentation, (3) vector
space model construction using tf and/or tf-idf weights, (4) a
word-based graph representation construction, (5) a sentencebased graph representation construction, and (6) document
metadata construction, including such information like frequency (tf and tf-idf) for each unique term, its location inside
the document, etc. The outputs of this submodule are: sentence
segmented text (SST), vector space model (VSM), the document graphs, and the metadata stored in the xml files. Steps
(1) and (2) are performed by the text processor submodule,
which is implemented using Strategy Design Pattern (Freeman
et al., 2004) and consists of three elements: filter, reader
and sentence segmenter. The filter works on the Unicode
character level and performs such operations like identification
of characters, digits, punctuations and normalization (optional
for some languages). The reader invokes the filter, constructs
word chunks from the input stream and identifies the following states: words, special characters, white spaces, numbers,
URL links and punctuation marks. The sentence segmenter
invokes reader and divides the input space into sentences. By
implementing different filters, the reader can work either with
a specific language (taking into account its intricacies) or with
documents written in arbitrary language. Figure 4 presents a
small text example and its word-based graph representation.
Figure 3 shows the general architecture of the MUSE
system.
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Hurricane Gilbert Heads Toward Dominican Coast.
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Hurricane Gilbert swept toward the Dominican Republic Sunday, and the Civil
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mph gusting to 92 mph.
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Text document (top) and its graph representation (bottom)

summarized, gold standard, output summaries, maximal length
of a summary, preprocessing settings. The advanced user can
change the default settings for a GA: population size, crossover
and mutation probabilities, etc., training settings: splitting to
the training and test data, preprocessing settings: maximal size
of a graph representation, etc.. All specified settings can be
used in the next user actions aka training and/or summarization
or stored for the later use.
In the Train use case, the user trains genetic algorithm
on the training corpus of annotated documents, where the
optimal weights for the linear combination of sentence scoring
metrics are determined. The weighted model can be used in
the subsequent Summarize use case or stored for the later
use.
The MUSE system can be evaluated on a new annotated
dataset in the Evaluate use case.
In the Summarize use case, the user can get a summary
for a single input document or set of summaries for a set of
input documents. The pre-specified, new or modified settings
can be used. The pre-trained or a new trained weighted model
can be used.
In the fifth, Rouge use case, the user can apply ROUGE
evaluation toolkit on existing—just produced or stored in
advance—summaries. The ROUGE-1 Recall metric is applied
by default, but it can be changed in the configuration use case.
D. Features

Fig. 3.

MUSE architecture

C. Use Case
MUSE has five possible use cases demonstrated in Figure 9
and briefly described in Table III: Configure, Train, Summarize, Rouge, and Evaluate.
In the Configure use case, the user is required to specify the
following parameters: folder paths to input documents being

MUSE software has the following unique features:
• Multilingual summarization. The way in which MUSE
processes a text is fully multilingual. All statistical metrics for sentence ranking used by MUSE do not require
any language-specific analysis or knowledge, that allow
MUSE to process texts in any language. Figures 6, 7,
and 8 demonstrate the documents and their summaries—
in a source language and translated to English—generated
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Input file (AP880228-0097 from DUC 2002 collection) and its extract by MUSE.
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(b) Original summary
Diplomats from several countries that are members of the IMF said that the United States felt disappointed by the refusal of
Europe to share more powers, and this month it refused to support a resolution to maintain the European domination of the IMF
Executive Board, which includes 24 members.
The former director of the Executive Board of the Fund Domenico Lombardi said that the American move during the Board meeting
on the sixth of August reflected frustrations with Europe, not only over the Fund governance, but on wider economic issues.

(c) Translated summary
Fig. 6.

•

Arabic document titled ”America: an unprecedented step in the ”International (Monetary Fund)”” and its summary.

by MUSE for Arabic, Hebrew and English languages,
respectively. Figures 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate extracts
produced by MUSE for Arabic, Hebrew and English
texts, respectively.
Flexible pre-processing. User is allowed to add the
following language-specific analysis to the MUSE processing: stopwords removal, stemming, sentence segmen-

tation and POS tagging, by configuring the system and
providing necessary tools or data. For example, the user
can decide that he/she wants to remove stopwords by
providing the stopwords list in the processed language
and turning on the “remove stopwords” parameter. Also,
many parameters for constructing a document representation are configurable.
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(b) Original summary
According to a report in The New York Times, Netanyahu and Palestinian Authority Chairman Mahmoud Abbas, agreed to complete
the talks within a year. Last night it was reported that the draft notification that is expected to be published by the Quartet consisting of U.S., UN, EU and Russia - will not explicitly mention the need to freeze settlement construction, as appeared in the
previous Quartet statements.
According to the sources, the draft stated that "direct and bilateral negotiations that will solve the core issues will lead to an
agreement between the parties, and will end the occupation, and its results will be a Palestinian state living in peace alongside
Israel."

(c) Translated summary
Fig. 7.

Hebrew document titled ”Netanyahu and Abbas agreed to complete negotiations within a year” and its summary.
BBC News - Images reveal Indonesian tsunami destruction
Aerial images from the tsunami-hit Mentawai Islands in Indonesia have revealed the extent of destruction, as officials raised the death toll
to 311.
Flattened villages are plainly visible on the images, taken from helicopters circling the islands.
Rescuers have finally reached the area where 13 villages were washed away by the 3m (10ft) wave but 11 more settlements have not yet
been reached. President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono has arrived in the region.
He cut short a trip to Vietnam to oversee the rescue effort and has been briefed by officials in the port city of Padang on Sumatra.
He then began the journey to the remote and inaccessible Mentawai Islands, where he will also meet the governor of the area.
A 7.7-magnitude undersea earthquake triggered the tsunami two days ago.
But the BBC's Karishma Vaswani, in Jakarta, says rescue teams have still not arrived at the worst-affected communities, where the scale of
the damage is still unclear.
More than 300 people are still missing, authorities say, and there are growing fears that many or most of those were swept out to sea by the
tsunami.
Communication down
The first cargo plane loaded with tents, medicine, food and clothes landed on the islands on Wednesday.
But officials have had less luck transporting goods by boat some 175km (110 miles) across choppy seas from Padang.
"We're still looking for a means of transportation to be able to carry relief goods and personnel," local official Hidayatul Irham told the BBC's
Indonesian service.
He said rescue teams dispatched to the island were unable to send back adequate reports because lines of communication with the remote
islands were so bad.
Local disaster official Ade Edward said more than 400 people were still missing and 16,000 refugees had been moved to higher ground from
the coastal areas.
The first images emerging from the islands, taken on mobile phones, showed bodies being collected from empty clearings where homes and
buildings once stood.
Later, Vice-President Boediono and his entourage took helicopters to the island and released aerial images showing widespread destruction
of buildings.
District chief Edison Salelo Baja said corpses were strewn along beaches and roads.
Government helicopters were able to survey the damage on Wednesday Locals were given no indication of the coming wave because an
early-warning system put in place after the devastating 2004 tsunami had stopped working.
Ridwan Jamaluddin, of the Indonesian Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology, told the BBC's Indonesian service that two
buoys off the Mentawai islands were vandalised and out of service.
"We don't say they are broken down but they were vandalised and the equipment is very expensive. It cost us five billion rupiah each
(£353,000; $560,000).
However, even a functioning warning system may have been too late for people in the Mentawai Islands.
The vast Indonesian archipelago sits on the Pacific Ring of Fire, one of the world's most active areas for earthquakes and volcanoes.
More than 1,000 people were killed by an earthquake off Sumatra in September 2009.
In December 2004, a 9.1-magnitude quake off the coast of Aceh triggered a tsunami in the Indian Ocean that killed a quarter of a million
people in 13 countries including Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India and Thailand.

(a) Summarized document
More than 300 people are still missing, authorities say, and there are growing fears that many or most of those were swept out to
sea by the tsunami .
Ridwan Jamaluddin, of the Indonesian Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology, told the BBC's Indonesian service
that two buoys off the Mentawai islands were vandalised and out of service .
However, even a functioning warning system may have been too late for people in the Mentawai Islands .

(b) Summary
Fig. 8.

•

English document titled ”Images reveal Indonesian tsunami destruction” and its summary.

A rich choice of statistical sentence features. User can
choose from 31 sentence features provided by MUSE for
summarization by configuring their weights in a linear
combination. Our recommendation for 10 best metrics
identified by cluster analysis of their performance on
English and Hebrew corpora can be found in (Litvak
et al., 2010a).

•

•

Easy to use. Text and HTML documents can be summarized with just one click. Figure 5 shows extract
produced by MUSE for one of the DUC 2002 (DUC,
2002) documents.
Cross-lingual use of multiple ranking models. MUSE
allows to use the same trained model across different
languages. As result, no need in retraining on a new
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TABLE III
U SE C ASE D ESCRIPTION
Use Case
Configure

Goal
Specify
preprocessing
and summarizer
settings
Train a
model

Train

Evaluate

Evaluate the
system

Summarize

Summarize
the input
document/s

Rouge

Precondition
None

Postcondition
Stored configuration
file for later use

Parameters settings,
train and test data

Trained model - weights
for linear combination

Parameters settings,
gold standard
summaries
Settings and
a weighted model

Average train and test
scores (ROUGE)

Settings, input and
gold standard
summaries

ROUGE score

Calculate ROUGE
score for the
input summaries

Summary for each
input document

Brief
User specifies all necessary parameters as:
path to the input document/s, summary length,
gold standard folder, etc. User can store
his settings for the later use.
Train the genetic algorithm on the training
document set. The trained model can
be stored for the later use.
Evaluate the system on the given document set
using 10-fold cross-validation. The average
ROUGE score is presented to the user.
User can get a summary for each input document
and store it in the file system. Also, different
output representations are provided to the user:
sentence scores, highlighted and sorted sentences.
User can get a ROUGE score for the input
summaries given gold standard summaries
for the document set.

III. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Configure
<<include>>
Train
<<include>>
<<include>>
Summarize
<<include>>
Rouge

Evaluate

Fig. 9.

•
•

•

•

•

Use case diagram of MUSE

corpus, language or genre. User is allowed to store the
trained model in the file system for later use.
Storing summaries for later use. The final summary
can be exported to a file according to the user’s settings.
Storing statistics for later analysis. The results for the
future statistical analysis (like summaries per individual
metric, ROUGE score per document, etc.) can be stored
in the file system for later use.
Summary options. The size of the summary can be
assigned according to specific goals: a cursory examination or a detailed survey. Specify the summary length
by either the number of words/sentences in the summary
or a percentage of the original text.
Output interpretability. User can obtain various output
representations: input document with colored extracted
sentences, scores per sentence, and sentences sorted by
their score.
High-level configuration. MUSE has flexible preprocessing and optimization options. The user can work
in the default mode as well as in advanced one. Advanced
users can configure the settings of the genetic algorithm,
pre-processing, etc.

In this article we described MUSE—a supervised languageindependent summarizer for the text documents based on
sentence extraction.
We described and detailed the MUSE architecture, approach
and use cases.
MUSE does not require any language-specific knowledge
and can be applied to any language with a minimum amount of
text pre-processing. Moreover, our experiments show that the
same weighting model is applicable across multiple languages.
In general, we can conclude that combination of as many
independent statistic features as possible can compensate the
lack of linguistic analysis and knowledge for selecting the
most informative sentences to a summary. More features can
be added to our system, and/or another supervised model
can be used for the learning and optimization of a linear
combination. We believe that such an approach generally
works when retrained on different genres and languages.
We can recommend the following: If a corpus in the target
language exists, the best approach is to train MUSE on the
target-languge corpus, while periodically updating the trained
model when new annotated data becomes available. If there is
a corpus in any source language, but no high-quality targetlanguage corpus is available, we would recommend to use the
model trained on the source language corpus for summarizing
documents in the target language.
In future work, MUSE may be evaluated on additional
languages and language families, incorporate threshold values
for threshold-based metrics into the GA-based optimization
procedure, improve performance of similarity-based metrics
in the multilingual domain, apply additional optimization
techniques like Evolution Strategy (Beyer & Schwefel, 2002),
which is known to perform well in a real-valued search space,
and extend the search for the best summary to the problem
of multi-objective optimization, combining several summary
quality metrics.
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